

































































The!goal!of! the! thesis! is! to!create!an! idea! for!a!cover!design! layout! for!Cosmopolitan!
Finland.!The!thesis!provides!insight!of!how!a!cover!layout!is!made!and!what!aspects!the!
design!process!includes,!such!as!typographical!and!layout!issues.!
The!thesis! focuses!on!the!design!process!of! the! layout.!The!graphical!elements!of! the!
cover!are! the!main! thing! to!evaluate,! create!and! research.!The! framework!consists!of!
graphic!design,!which!is!the!main!element!of!this!thesis,!but!also!branding.!The!overall!



























































is! relevant,!since!Cosmopolitan!Finland!renewed! its!visual! identity! in!February!
2016.!!
The!reason!this!topic!is!chosen,!is!in!the!interest!of!learning!about!graphic!deX




typography!and!colors.!Those!methods!are!also! important! in! cover! layout!deX
sign.!Graphic! design! is! highly! interesting,! and! the! framework!will! support! the!
idea!of!learning!new!about!design!and!its!related!fields.!!
The!thesis!provides!a!vision!of!insight!of!a!cover!layout!design!and!the!evaluaX
tion! of! the! design! process! phases.! The! research! has! been!made! in! order! to!




















was!clear! from! the!beginning:! to! create!a!modern,! chic! cover!with!a! feminine!
appearance.!The!thesis!also!evaluates!phases!of!the!design!process!when!creX
ating!a!cover!design!layout.!This!highlights!the!importance!of!graphic!design!in!
magazine! covers! and! is! the! reason!why! particular! topic! has! been! chosen.! A!
visual!image!is!important!for!the!reader!and!one!of!the!aspects!why!people!buy!
















To! start!with,! graphic! design! is! the!main! factor! also!when!designing! a! cover.!!


















ing! the!design,! the!main!objective! is! to! learn!about!Cosmopolitan!and!how! to!


































layout!and!colors!are!playing!an! important!part! in! this! thesis.!These!three!facX


















Cosmopolitan! is! the! world’s! biggest! women’s!magazine! brand.! Cosmopolitan!







































sign! layout!and!the!evaluation!of!visualizations! is! the!focal! issue.!Visualization!
means! the! elements! on! the! cover! and! how! to! change! them!by! the!means! of!
graphic!design.!The!main!concepts!of!graphic!design!will!be!further!explained.!
The!aim!of! the! internship!was! to! learn!about! the!Cosmopolitan!brand!overall,!
but! to! also! gain! knowledge! about! the! renewal! of! Cosmopolitan.! The! goal! of!
Cosmopolitan!Finland!is!to!aim!the!target!group!of!readers!at!age!25.!The!target!






















a!cover,! there!are!certain! important!aspects! to!consider.!The!magazine!cover!
has!to!be!something!that!sells.!When!planning!a!cover!design,!it!is!important!to!
think!about!what!kind!of!visualisations!and!titles!attract!readers.!The!challenge!
is!also! to!create!something! that! is! visually!coherent!with!previous!magazines.!
(Nikola!2014.)!
In!the!cover!design!layout!for!Cosmopolitan!Finland,!the!key!idea!has!been!from!



































ferent! elements,! such! as! typography,! which! need! to! use! a! layout! in! order! to!
make! the! message! more! interesting.! (Jokinen! 2012.)! To! make! the! message!
more!interesting,!the!designer!needs!the!skills!of!problemXsolving.!Graphic!eleX
ments! can! also! involve! photos! and! colors,! and! all! of! the! elements! should! be!
























zine!stands! is! important!aspect.!Typographical! issues!are!an! important!part! in!


































done.!Which! colors! are! commonly! used?! How! can! the!magazine! stand! out?!
What!kinds!of!headlines!are!more!attractive!than!others?!
As!a!main!result,! the!conclusion! is! that!Cosmopolitan!has!good!quality!covers!
and! is! highly! considered.!The! stakeholder! group! in! the! interviews! consists! of!
people! who! currently! read! Cosmopolitan,! people! who! are! not! readers! and! a!
middle!point.!As!a!conclusion,!all!of!the!stakeholders!still!remembered!CosmoX
politan.! The! stakeholders! referred! to! Cosmopolitan! as! a! colorful! and! highX
quality!magazine.!!
As!one!observation!from!the!newsstands,!one!of!the!key!factors!in!every!magaX
zine! in! a! stands! is:! the! price! always! is! in! bright! yellow,! usually! on! a! round!










The! first! phase! also! consists! of! research! of! Cosmopolitan! covers! in! general.!













as:!How! they! see! the!design?!What! design! is! the!best?!The!whole! questionX
naire!is!in!appendix!1.!
!
The!second!phase!of! the!cover! layout!design!consists!of!a!base!color! for! the!
cover!and!typography!testing.!It!has!been!mentioned!that!the!cover!would!come!
out!in!June.!In!this!case,!both!of!the!designs!send!a!feeling!that!is!suitable!for!
the! summer! season.! Interviewees! got! the! message! without! saying! it,! which!
means!that!is!a!good!design!with!a!strong!message.!
Phase!three!of!research!is!about!evaluating!the!results!of!the!interviewees!and!
using! those! results! in!order! to!develop! the!design.!This! is!also!about! the! last!























































How! to!make! a!modern,! chic,! feminine! cover?!Overall!method! is! to! create! a!
harmonious!outcome!with!contrasting! fonts!and!colors,!preserving!a! fresh!and!

















































With! script! font! as! another! pair! of! the! font! family,! another! goal!was! to! find! a!
sansXserif!font,!which!is!a!typeface!that!does!not!include!letters!which!have!little!
’’feet’’!at!the!bottom!of!the!letter.!(Canva!Design!School!2016.)!
When! continuing! the! design! process,! another! issue! to! think! about! is! how! imX
portant!visualisations!are!in!a!cover.!Being!visually!attractive!to!a!reader!is!one!
of!the!most!important!things!in!a!magazine!cover.!To!consider!other!aspects,!a!







So! this! was! another! starting! point! for! my! design.! Cosmopolitan! is! known! for!
courage!of! use!of! colors.!Promoting! the! feminine! side! is! another! aspect.! It! is!


























colours.!As!a!starting!point,! the! first! tryout! is!blue!and!white!with! the!gradient!
tool! used.!White!with! a! light! blue! color! creates! a! contrast!with! the! base! also!
gives! the! possibility! to! work! with! multiple! colors! when! choosing! typography.!







the!design!making! the!white! ‘’COSMOPOLITAN’’! logo!shine!out.!As!doing! the!
research,!Cosmopolitan!rarely!has!a!white!logo.!The!dress!will!stand!out!without!
interrupting!the!other!color.!There!was!also!one!color!tryout,!with!a!subtle!cream!




























plained! later.! This!works! also!works!well!with! the! gradients.! It! also! creates! a!
clear!and!fresh!outcome.!
According!to!Pesonen!(2007,!31)!a!font!is!easy!to!read!when!paying!attention!to!




the!stakeholders!said! that! three!or!more! fonts!makes!the!cover!confusing!and!






chrome! color! is! easy! to! adapt!with! every! design! and! to! create! an! interesting!



















used!as!a! tool! to!develop! the! final!design.!As!a!conclusion,! these!drafts!have!
too!many! typography! choices,!making! the! outcome!messy.! The! blue! color! is!
liked,!but!said!that!it!could!be!developed!more.!The!price!stamp!that!has!been!
designed!is!not!visible!enough,!but!interviewees!liked!the!shape.!The!font!which!














































seen! in!Cosmopolitan!covers,!and! it! is! to!create!a!subtle!differentiation.!As! in!





























How! to! design! a! cover! which! is! distinctive! on! a! newsstand?! How! it! can! be!
changed!by!means!of!graphic!design!and!elements?!
!






















use!of! layout,! typography!and!colors!are!much!more! familiar!now,! than! in! the!
beginning!of!the!process.!The!overall!result!of!the!design!and!thesis!was!to!creX
ate! a! more! attractive! cover,! which! means! to! catch! attention.! Also! magazine!
cover!design!is!more!familiar.!
!
!
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!
APPENDIX!1!
!
INTERVIEW!QUESTIONS!
Gender!!
Age!
!
PHASE!1.!!
What!do!you!think!about!Cosmopolitan!magazine?!
How!Cosmopolitan!stands!out?!
What!makes!you!buy!the!magazine?!!
!
PHASE!2.!
What!do!you!think!about!the!draft?!!
How!do!you!like!the!base!color?!!
!
!
What!is!your!opinion!about!the!fonts?!How!it!could!be!developed?!!
!
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!
PHASE!3.!!
!
What!do!you!think!about!the!final!design?!
!
!
